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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, June 12, 2012 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 
 Close Chg Today's 

Volume 
AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWN2 764^2 S -15^4 2743 9757 -641 Basis (U): NQ +165 +175/+185 +165/+180 

MWU2 746^4 S -16^0 2243 12957 +420 Info:   cars cars/cars train bid/cars 

MWZ2 752^4 S -14^4 811 10528 -119 Change:  over to U over to U over to U 

MWH3 758^6 S -12^6 201 2334 +31 Mpls Truck NQ +50  +75  +85  

MWK3 765^2 S -13^2 74 389 +5 Portland (U) 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWN3 771^0 S -13^4 71 140 +16 Cash Bids NQ 8.27-8.40 8.87-9.00 9.07-9.40 

Totals:   6,144 36,205 -288   dn 23-dn 25 dn 23-dn 25 dn 23-dn 25 

Cash Exchanges: 752 (648 N) Options: 45 

Wheat Receipts on the Exchange Floor:   
82 cars and 1 train. Year-ago was 173 and 2 

Portland spot basis was marked lower on the switch to U futures   
PNW rail basis steady: +145N for June, +140N for July. 

Commentary: 
The first USDA report to be released during live trading hours created neither pandemonium nor more 
effective price discovery for grain markets, as most players opted to sit back and wait before trading. It 
certainly didn’t create more volume either. There was a knee-jerk reaction with corn and beans rallying 
at 7:30 only to quickly reverse lower, too low in fact, and then within a few minutes recover as liquidity 
improved after the trade had a few minutes to read the report. The CME’s gambit clearly benefits the 
HFT stakeholder at the expense of agricultural users as microsecond volatility is increased 
exponentially. If today is any indication, it certainly seems wise to not jump on the bandwagon in the 
first second and rather take a more considered approach to the data and not chase the market. In the 
report, the USDA left the corn balance sheets virtually unchanged on both old and new crop while 
11/12 and 12/13 soybean ending stock projections shrunk in line with trade expectations. Winter wheat 
production came in at the upper end of trade expectations and some 45 million bushels over the 
average trade guess with the USDA keeping HRW above the one billion mark at 1.024 and SRW at 
0.429 billion bushels. Implied spring wheat production was not addressed and left unchanged from May 
for the purposes of penciling in the all wheat balance sheet. 11/12 wheat ending stocks declined by 40 
million bushels with flour use and exports revised higher. By class, HRW dropped 12 million bushels to 
324, HRS down 12 to 131, SRW down 7 to 194, and white wheat down 7 to 65.  While below the 
average trade guess, the decline in old crop ending stocks is no surprise to us as many cash market 
sources argue that stocks are still overstated due to undercounted feed demand. The reduced carry-in 
to the 12/13 marketing year shrinks the US balance sheet, consistent with the trend in global wheat 
stocks.  The USDA reduced 12/13 global wheat supply by 7 million tonnes (5.5 million tonnes on 
production and 1.5 million on carry-in) from last month but contained the damage by ratcheting down 
total use by 5.5 million tonnes. It is our view that the market has been slow to respond to the trend of 
global wheat supplies shrinking and that end users have benefitted from active fund selling. A growing 
short position in wheat will only be sustainable if Mother Nature cooperates as stocks of major 
exporters are shrinking at a much faster rate than the global balance sheet taken as a whole.  
 
Spring wheat tumbled lower today in tandem with the other wheat contracts and weakness in corn. The 
N/U spread, however, continued to rally and traded in heavy volume over 1500 contracts and went out 
on session highs at 19 inverse. Duluth stocks dipped 150,000 from last week to a mere 9.06 million 
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bushels. The spot market rolled to U and the country is long 15% protein and will not want to liquidate 
at historically low protein premiums. The protein scale continues to compress with 14% trading at a 
premium to high 15’s in the spot market today. This further disincentives delivering 13’s even at the 
current inverse. High 13’s traded +165 to MWU today. 50 inverse in N/U is easily justifiable given the 
tight stocks and current high cash prices. The trade so far has been very orderly, uncharacteristic of the 
explosive moves earlier in the crop year and in the N/U move last year.  Open interest is significantly 
smaller at 9750 this morning. New crop spring wheat is in fantastic shape and ahead of schedule; we 
heard reports today of wheat heading near the MN/SD/ND border area.  As with the winter wheat crop 
this year, the bushels will be plentiful; it’s getting the farmer to sell it that will be difficult.  
 
--Austin Damiani 


